
THE BIGGEST DIGITAL
OUT OF HOME NETWORK
IN BARS & RESTAURANTS

TARGET AUDIENCE

LOCATIONS & REACH
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TVM DOOH is the biggest digital-out-of-home network in restaurants & bars. Our 
digital screens are located in central positions such as behind the bar and main 
dining rooms inside restaurant & sports bars. 

REACHING THE RIGHT PEOPLE 
AT THE RIGHT TIME

With our hyper-targeted ads and audience segmentations we are able to 
specify, manually or programmatically, content to be relevant, e.g. such as 
showing live odds to Pittsburgh Steelers fans who are 21+ in a sports bar 
showing a particular game or promoting a certain beer in locations which 
serves that product increasing the chance significantly for tasting. 

We engage people with enticing and engaging content generated 
by restaurant & bar staff combined with branded content. The 
restaurant & sports bar staff utilize the TVM service by promoting 
their menu. beer draft, sports guide. event and much more. The 
screens entices the guests by providing relevant and attractive 
information and maximizes the opportunity to reach the right 
audience with a receptive mindset. 

With our 1000 locations and 2400 digital displays in states 
we provide a reach of  72m impressions to an audience of 
21+ with an average dwell time of 120 min. 

We offer full creative support for campaigns and offer 
smart integration and solution to provide dynamic content 
such as API integration for live odds, weather-based ads, 
QR tracking, reporting and much more. 

We at TVM DOOH believe in KPI driven metrics, 
transparency and common goals. 



With TVM DOOH audience segmentations brands can reach the right audience 
in a way that hasn't been possible before. By audiences segmentation based per 
venue, location, time of day and more we can offer you an impact with 
conversions normally seen on online.

TARGET AUDIENCE

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The target audience are people in a “positive state of mind" and often 
with friends -  A social  environment with an opportunities for local 
viral campaigns. 

TVM DOOH is primarily targeting sports bars and ideal for any brand 
targeting 21+ sports fans in the moment they are engaged and 
excited. 86% to audience of 21 - 50 years 



TVM DOOH offers reach in 14 states with 2000 digital screens with well 
placed digital screens in restaurant & bars with focus on the dining 
rooms and near POS. 

Total monthly impression reaches 40M monthly and average dwell 
time of 1h 45min. Data provided by Geopath 

TVM DOOH is constantly expanding and increasing inventory with 600 
screens per month. Please reach out for latest States and reach. 
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Enabling creative teams to use their full imagination with technical integrations, smart, fun graphics 
and data driven triggers. Our in-house creative team will support and help get the most out of the 
reach. 

Assets can be submitted either as an image or video. Custom solutions such as API integrations, or 
interactive campaigns be provided 

MEDIA & CREATIVES

MEDIA FORMATS

Image / Video
Spot length: 30s
Frequency: 6x per hour
Up to 5 rotating items

Resolution: 1080x1920
Ratio: 9:16
Format. JPG, PNG, MP4

API integration for real-time 
live map updates with Uber 
taxi locations minutes from 

the location

With this option you can 
create vouchers or discounts 
with a QR Code that can be 

redeemed 

Viral campaign with 
Instagram integration for the 

hashtag "#" with the 
possibility of customer 

interaction

API integration for live odds, 
live scores and Twitter 

updates



TWA DOOH is trusted by multiple well established clients and with successful 
campaigns and reporting grown campaigns into partnership. 

With partnerships a client is assigned an account manager that supports with 
campaign management, weekly. monthly or quarterly updates and reports. 

BRANDS & CLIENTS



Find us on Adomni. PlaceExchange. AdQuick. TPS Engage. 
Platform161 & Billlups and we can be on any platform you prefer in 
weeks. For direct sales and partnerships you can reach us on 
www.tvmdooh.com. 

BUYING MEDIA


